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Guidelines and measures Taken by Rio de Janeiro 
City Hall to avoid the spread of Covid-19

Thematic area: Public Order

March 13th
The City of  Rio de Janeiro enters the Attention Stage

157 suspected cases 38 confirmed cases 0 deaths
Refusal to grant licenses for events that cause large agglomerations. Licenses already granted will be canceled from March 16
Recommendation for the population to avoid attending private cinemas and theaters
Recommendation of alternative work shifts for companies, in order to avoid overcrowding in public transport. Whenever possible, 
establish home office

March 17th
The City of  Rio de Janeiro in the Attention Stage

189 suspected cases 60 confirmed cases 0 deaths
Streets partially destined to leisure will start to function normally for vehicles. They will no longer be closed on weekends and holidays
Closure of 15 urban parks and 13 municipal parks, on weekends, closing of leisure areas throughout the city, such as on the waterfront. 
Streets destined for leisure areas start to function normally
Request to bars and restaurants to restrict capacity by 50%, with tables apart from each other
Request for sports clubs, summer camps and gyms to remain closed
Request to the Municipal Guard to guide people to not go the beaches or agglomerate in those areas
Seizure of bottles of alcohol without provenance that were being marketed by irregular street vendors

March 19th
The City of Rio de Janeiro in Emerncy Situation

205 suspected cases 63 confirmed cases 0 deaths
Closing of nightclubs
Request to the City Council, on an exceptional basis, to reduce the shifts of the Municipal Guard from 12h by 60h to 12h by 36h, in 
order to increase the number of municipal guards circulating in the streets
Disposal of the exclusive 1746 telephone number for reporting events, providing support and guidance to the elderly and preserving the 
mental health of citizens
It was established that open fairs will be interspersed every 15 days
Recommendation that waterfront kiosk merchants should end their activities
Seizure of bottles of alcohol without provenance that were being marketed by irregular street vendors
Closing of public squares
Established the blocking of the access to the Selarón Staircase, at Rua Joaquim Silva, in Lapa. The objective is to avoid the 
agglomeration of people and thus the proliferation of the virus, following the recommendations of health professionals
Cancellation of the handicraft fairs of the Carioca Circuit of Solidarity Economy, fairs and traveling fairs until March 31
Farmers at organic fairs must follow protective measures, including cleaning card machines with alcohol gel.
The work to combat vectors, including rodents and African snails, will be carried out only in external areas, it will not enter homes and 
buildings

March 23rd
The City of Rio de Janeiro in Emerncy Situation

169 suspected cases 207  confirmed cases 0 deaths
Mandatory closure of the city's trade from the first minute of next Tuesday (03/24). Exceptions are for the following cases: pharmacies, 
supermarkets, and fresh produce stores (which will operate 24 hours a day), bakeries (with the recommendation to avoid crowds), pet 
stores, gas stations (convenience stores must remain closed) and medical and orthopedic equipment stores. )
Establishment of free weekly fairs, to avoid crowds with alternate functions: couples in one week and odd ones in another.
Supermarkets can operate 24 hours, avoiding queues.
All supermarkets in Rio will have to disclose home delivery numbers and provide this service. Delivery must be made within a maximum 
of 48 hours. People over 60 have priority in delivery.
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To carry out the work, the Operations Secretariat of the Municipal Public Order Secretariat supplied their vehicles with alcohol gel, 
gloves and masks to protect the teams during the actions.


